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Abstract
This paper examines possible modifications to indirect
key management schemes that may improve their performance and efficiency for use within access hierarchies. A
new method is proposed which uses a dedicated HMAC
construction as the key transformation function, a new
addressing strategy to improve accessibility verification,
and a cached key update strategy which seeks to minimize key updates in large environments when immediate changes to the hierarchy are required. The proposed
method can be applied to simple access hierarchies, and a
modification is proposed which allows more complex access hierarchies to be addressed.
Keywords: Key management, access control, access hierarchy, and HMAC

1

Introduction

Many of our organizations in society are structured as hierarchies. These social hierarchies help to establish levels
of accountability and authority within our organizations.
In most instances, we find that individuals in higher
positions of the social hierarchy have greater authority
and accountability. Previous research has demonstrated
how to strengthen computer security by extending the
idea and use of these social hierarchies to create access
hierarchies for computer resources [2, 7].
In general, access hierarchies start by dividing members of a computer system into disjoint security classes
(class), Ci (Figure 1). Resources stored at a particular
class are only accessible by members of that class and
any class that is principal and accessible. For example,
resources stored at C7 are accessible to C7 and its principals C1 and C3 (Figure 1). In many instances, we may
choose to model the access hierarchies after an organization’s social hierarchy [7].
While access hierarchies have provided a valuable computer security service [8], they by themselves provide no
support for the sharing of encrypted resources. That is,

Figure 1: An example of an access hierarchy

if a member belonging to a security class encrypts his resources with some enciphering key, members of security
classes which are principal and accessible should be allowed to obtain the proper key and decrypt the resource.
For this type of system to be supported within an access
hierarchy we must seek some form of key management.
Akl and Taylor were the first to propose a method
of key management within an access hierarchy [1]. In
their method, each security class (Ci ) is assigned a unique
prime number which is used to calculate a security class’s
public parameter (P Bi ). The enciphering key, Ki , for
each security class, Ci , is calculated using the public parameter and a key transformation function based on the
modular exponentiation arithmetic of RSA. To obtain the
enciphering key of an accessible subordinate, a principal
requires his enciphering key, his public parameter, the
subordinate’s public parameter, and the key transformation function. Accessibility is verified by the divisibility of the subordinate’s and principal’s public parameter.
A symmetric cryptosystem is used to encipher all information within the hierarchy; thus, only the single enciphering key is required. The Akl-Taylor method, subsequent improvements, and subsequent derived methods
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Figure 3: An example of Yang’s key management scheme
for an access hierarchy
Figure 2: An example of Sandhu’s key management
method for an access hierarchy
posed from each immediate principal’s key; thus, a principal wishing to access the shared subordinate requires the
necessary keys from the immediate co-principals. Also in
Yang’s method, situations can arise where verification of
are collectively known as direct key management schemes
the accessibility between principal and subordinate fails
[1, 5, 9, 10, 11, 12].
and time is lost traversing the hierarchy only to generate
However, there is a second method of key management,
a false key.
known as indirect key management, which has not reIn this paper, we sought to examine indirect key manceived as much attention.
agement schemes and look for ways of improving their
The first indirect key management scheme was pro- performance and efficacy within access hierarchies. In the
posed by Sandhu [15]. In it, a master key is assigned to following sections we present a formal description of our
the most principal member of a hierarchy, and subsequent proposed indirect key management scheme, and discuss
keys for subordinates are calculated using some property our proposed modifications, their rationale, and security
of the subordinate, its immediate principal’s key, and a of the scheme.
one-way function, f (Figure 2). A principal generates a
key for a subordinate by following the security class relationships within the access hierarchy and generating keys 2
Our Proposed Indirect Key
as relationships are traversed. A symmetric cryptosystem
Management Scheme
is used to encipher all information within the hierarchy;
thus, only the single enciphering key is required. Sandhu’s In this section we formally propose our indirect key manschemes and subsequent derivations which use a master agement scheme and our modifications to the key transkey and recursive key operations are commonly referred formation and key update operations, and our modificato as indirect key management schemes [11].
tions to address more complex access hierarchies.
Sandhu’s method of indirect key management was met
First, we begin with a set of assumptions:
with criticism for its inefficiency and limited application
• The access hierarchy is defined and controlled by
because some regard the recursive nature of the key gensome trusted central authority (CA). It is assumed
eration and transformation approach to be much less efthat the CA is in a secure environment that provides
ficient than what could be achieved under the direct key
no viable communication channel vulnerable to atmanagement schemes [9, 11]. Application is also limited
tack.
to simple access hierarchies where each security class has
no more than one immediate principal [15].
• All users within the CA’s environment are divided
More recently, Yang proposed an indirect key maninto security classes, SC = C1 , ..., Cn , which are paragement scheme to address the applicability of Sandhu’s
tially ordered by the binary relation ≤. The resulting
method [18]. In Yang’s method, multiple hash funcrelations, Cj ≤ Ci , means that users belonging to setions are used to address access hierarchies where security
curity class Ci have access to information stored at
classes have more than one immediate principal (Figure
the subordinate security class Cj ; however, the re3). While using multiple hash functions does address the
verse relation does not hold. That is, subordinates
more complex hierarchy, Yang’s method creates a shared
are not allowed access to information stored at the
key situation where the immediate principals of the shared
principal (Ci ).
subordinate must coordinate a key sharing policy between
themselves (e.g. security class E in Figure 3). This is
• Users belonging to a security class Ci only know dinecessary because the subordinate is assigned a key comrect relationships. That is, members in Ci know who
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Table 1: Summary of public parameters assigned to security classes belonging to Figure 4

Figure 4: A tree-structured access control hierarchy

their direct principal security class (Cp ) is, and who
their direct subordinate classes (Cs ) are.
• For now, we assume the hierarchy is represented as a
simple tree. That is, no security class has more than
one direct principal security class, and the most principal security class is located at the root of the tree.
Later, we modify the method to handle more general
hierarchies represented as directed acyclic graphs.

Unique Number (N)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Path Array (Y)
[1]
[1 2]
[1 3]
[1 2 4]
[1 2 5]
[1 3 6]
[1 3 7]

4) The path array (Y ) acts as an address for a security
class in Table 1. The address assigned to a security
class records the N traversal path starting from the
root to the security class. The last entry in a security
class’s path array should correspond to its N value.
5) The CA assigns the root of the tree (the most principal security class) a randomly generated 1024-bit
master key, K1 , which is kept secret (see Section 3.2).

• All keys within the hierarchy expire after time tr . 6) A security class Ck is assigned a key dependent on
its direct principal security class Ci as follows:
After which, new keys are generated and assigned to
the security classes. Maintaining the common principle of good key management [16], we place this reKk = H(Ki |Nk ).
(1)
striction to discourage exhaustive key search attacks
and cryptanalysis of key-encrypted information. In
When a user belonging to a security class Ci wishes to
practice, the key assigned to a security class can be
a session key while the data are stored using master derive the key for security class Ck , and Ck is the direct
subordinate of Ci , then Kk is obtained using
keys.
We denote H(K|M ), to be the hashed message auKk = H(Ki |Nk ).
thentication code (HMAC, defined in [3]) that uses the
dedicated secure hash function (e.g., SHA-1 (H)), with
Otherwise, if Ck is not a direct subordinate of Ci , Ci
a key (K), concatenated with a security class property
proceeds
as follows:
(M ).
Hierarchy preparation and key assignment proceeds as
1) Ci retrieves the path array for Ck , Yk .
follows:
1) Each security class (Ci ) in the hierarchy contains 2) Using a sequential search on the array, Ci checks for
his Ni within Yk .
three properties: a human readable name (M ), a
i

unique positive integer (Ni ), and a path address array (Yi ). These properties are the public parameters
other security classes are allowed to view.
2) The human readable name, M , is the name of the
security class that allows users to discriminate one
security class from another. Common names can be
any length.
3) A unique positive integer (N ) is assigned sequentially, starting at 1 at the root and in a left-to right
top-down manner, to each security class in the hierarchy of Figure 4. Later, as we add classes to the
hierarchy, regardless of their position within the hierarchy, we assign them the next integer in the sequence.

3) If the search returns FALSE, then Ci knows that it
lacks the sufficient permission to access security class
Ck and does not proceed to generate the key. If the
search returns TRUE, Ci stops and records the index
x at which its Ni was located and proceeds to the
next step.
4) Starting from x+ 1 to the end of Yk , Ci generates the
key using the HMAC. For example, if the portion of
the array is [Ni ,Nj ,Nk ] then the key derivation step
is:
Kj = H(Ki |Nj )
Kk = H(Kj |Nk )

(2)
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Figure 6: A simple tree hierarchy
Figure 5: Adding a new security class to a leaf position
in a simple tree hierarchy

a method that could delay a key update until a more convenient time arises, or as in our method, a pre-specified
key freshness time (tr ) expires.
2.1 Adding and Removing Security
To address this problem of key updates, we created
an update strategy called the cached key update strategy.
Classes from the Hierarchy
The cost associated with the method is that it requires a
Ideally, it would simplify all key management solutions if newly added security class to have additional storage allothe hierarchy remains static. Unfortunately, this is not cated for one extra key (a key cache), and a modification
always the case. As users come and go, or as an orga- to the key derivation process.
nization changes, the need to add and remove security
classes from the hierarchy will arise. As such, our key
2.1.1 Cached Key Update Strategy
management method should handle these changes.
We identified four cases for adding and removing secu- The cached key update strategy is best understood with
rity classes from the hierarchy. They are as follows:
illustrations. In Figure 6, we show our simple tree access
hierarchy. For brevity, we refer to security classes by their
1) Adding a security class to a leaf position,
N s (e.g. (8)).
For internal additions to the hierarchy the rule-set is
2) Removing a security class from a leaf position,
as follows:
3) Adding a security class to an interior position, and
4) Removing a security class from an interior position.
Adding and removing security classes to or from a leaf
position is trivial. In Figure 5, 8 is added to a leaf position, becoming the new subordinate to 2. It is assigned
a common name M8 and a unique number N8 = 8. The
path array for 8 (Y8 ) is created by inheriting the path array from 2 (Y2 = [1,2]) and appending N = 8 to the end
of the path (Y8 = [1,2,8]). Removing a security class from
a leaf position in the hierarchy can be done without any
affect to any principal classes.
Adding and removing security classes to and from interior (non-leaf) positions presents some challenges. In
studying the key management problem, we saw that all
previous direct and indirect methods dealt with the problem in a similar manner. Their designers chose to immediately re-calculate and update the keys for the affected
classes [9, 14, 11, 15, 18]. This may or may not be advantageous in all situations. For example, the necessity to
immediately add or remove a security class cannot be delayed or overlooked, but the disturbance caused to users
within the affected security classes, or the time and resources required to update the keys would be costly or inconvenient. In these instances, it would be better to have

• (Figure 7) If a new security class (28) is added between two classes whose key caches are empty, (1,2),
the CA assigns the new class (28) a path address
from 1 (Y28 =[1,28]) and a key from its direct principal class (K28 = H(K1 |28)). The CA also provides
the key for the direct subordinate (2) to the new
class (28), which the new class (28) will store in its
key cache. If additional classes (25) are added to the
new class (28) as direct subordinates, they are assigned a path and key relative to the new class (28)
– (25: K25 =H(K28 |25), (Y25 = [1,28,25])).
• (Figure 8) If a new security class (38) is added between two classes where the subordinate key cache
is empty (2) and the principal full (28), the new
class (38) is given a path from 1 (Y38 =[1,28,38]), a
key derived from its parent’s key (K38 =H(K28 |38)),
and a key from the direct subordinate (2) which
the class (38) will store in its key cache. If additional classes (25) are added to the new class (38)
they will receive a path containing the new class
(Y25 =[1,28,38,25]) and a key generated from the new
class (K25 =H(K38 |25)).
• (Figure 9) If a new security class (48) is added
between two classes where each key cache is full
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Figure 7: Adding a new security class between two classes
with empty key caches

Figure 9: Adding a new security class between two classes
with full key caches

Figure 8: Adding a new security class between two classes
were the subordinate’s key cache is empty

(28,38), we initiate an update. Key caches are cleared Figure 10: Adding a new security class as the principal
(28,38). The new class (48) is given a path from 1 to a class that has a full key cache
(Y48 =[1,28,48]) and a key derived from its principal’s
key (K48 =H(K2 8|48)). The classes subordinate to
the new class (38,2,4,5) have their keys regenerated
the principal (2) caches the key of the outgoing class
and paths updated.
(8).
• (Figure 10) If a new security class (58) is added as
• (Figure 12) If the security class being removed (5)
a principal to a class that has a full key cache (28),
has subordinates that are not leaf-classes (8,9,10),
we initiate an update. Key caches are cleared. The
the principal (2) receives the outgoing class’s (5) key
new class (58) is given a path from 1 [1, 58]. The
to store in the key cache, and the subordinates beclasses subordinate to the new class (28,38,2,4,5,...)
longing to the outgoing class (9,10) are added as subhave their keys regenerated and paths updated.
ordinates to the principal (2).
The process to remove a key follows a similar method
• (Figure 13) If the security class being removed (8)
to addition. The rule set is as follows:
is not a leaf-class and is subordinate to a principal
• (Figure 11) If the security class being removed (8)
whose key cache is full (2), the principal receives the
has subordinates that are leaf-classes (9, 10), the
subordinate classes (9,10) of the outgoing class (8),
leaf-classes (9, 10) are assigned to the principal (2).
clears its (2) cache, and updates paths and keys to
Because the paths from the principal (2) to new suball its subordinate classes (9,10).
ordinates (9,10) is short, there are two options. First,
if the update of keys and paths to the subordinates
Each security class holding a cached key must mod(9,10) would cause no inconvenience, then the keys ify its search strategy when searching a path array. For
and paths may be updated immediately. Otherwise, example, in Figure 7 if 28 requests the path array for 4
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Figure 12: Security class (with non-leaf subordinates) being removed

Figure 11: Security class (with leaf-classes) being removed

(Y4 ), then 28 searches Y4 for its N and the N belonging
to the cached key (K2 ). If it locates the N belonging to
its cached key (K2 ), then 28 uses the cached key (2) to
derive the key for 4 by following the path and using the
cached key. Otherwise if 28 finds its N within Y4 , it uses
its key to follow the path and recursively generate the key
for 4 (see Equation 2).
A side benefit of the cached key strategy is that we
may be able to accommodate additions where previous
deletions occurred. For example, in Figure 11 if a class
was added into the position previously held by 8, we could
modify our addition strategy to have the CA simply reassign the new class a value of N = 8 and the key held in
cache by 2 (K8 ). This would suggest that rather than removing a class completely from the hierarchy, the better
strategy might be to have the CA maintain a deletion list
to keep track of classes that are removed. This way, if a
new class is re-introduced to a deletion point, adding it
can be accommodated much more easily than undergoing
a completely new addition and key update.

2.2

Addressing Complex Hierarchies

In access hierarchies represented as directed acyclic
graphs, a subordinate security class can have more than
one direct principal class in Figure 14. Consequently, the
subordinate requires a key that can allow both direct principal classes access to the subordinate.
With indirect approaches, directed acyclic graphs
present issues regarding traversals of paths. Referring to
Figure 14, when either 2 or 3 wishes to access information stored at 5, they must have some knowledge about

Figure 13: Removing a subordinate from a principal with
a full key cache

the composition of 5’s key. Similar to Yang’s approach,
we chose to generate the subordinate’s key by composing
the direct principals’ keys. For example, in Figure 14 the
key assigned to 5 would be
K5 = H(H(K2 |5)|H(K3 |5)).
Thus, in order for either 2 or 3 to derive the key for
5, either 2 would require the knowledge of the sub-key
H(K3 |5), or 3 would require the knowledge of the sub-key
H(K2 |5). We chose to have the CA cache the sub-keys.
A consequence of this approach is that principal classes
which share a direct subordinate will rely upon the CA
to provide the cached key.
However, the more immediate problem was how to represent this security class as having a key composed from
two or more direct subordinates. Yang’s solution was to
use multiple hash functions, but we preferred the flexibility of having a single fast dedicated hash function within
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If the first element in a path list is a nested list
Table 2: Modified path addresses for security classes in a
(e.g. ( ( 2 3 ) , 5 ) ), we implement an expand-and-search
DAG access hierarchy
strategy. For example, in Figure 14 if security class 1
wanted to access security class 5, it requests the path list
Security Class Path Address
for security class 5, ( ( (2 3 ) , 5 ) ), notices the nested list
1
(1)
as the first element, and proceeds to follow the expand2
(1, 2)
and-search strategy:
3
(1, 3)
4
(1, 2, 4)
1) The security class searches the nested list looking for
5
((2 3), 5)
its UN. In our example, 1 searches the list ( ( 2 3 ) , 5 )
6
(1, 3, 6)
and does not find itself in the nested list.
7
((4 5 6), 7)

the HMAC-method. The best solution we could devise
modified the path address array (Y ).
Using Figure 14 as an example, Table 2 shows how each
security class’s path address would appear under the modified addressing scheme. For brevity, we refer to security
classes by their unique numbers (UN).

2) If the UN is not located within the nested list, the
address for the first element in the nested list is expanded. In our example, the list ( ( 2 3 ) 5 ) is
expanded and becomes ( ( ( 1 2 ) 3 ) , 5 ).
3) The principal security class repeats steps 1-2 until it
finds its UN within an expanded list. In our example,
1 will find itself in the expansion of 2’s address list:
( ( ( 1 2 ) 3 ) , 5 ). If 1 did not find itself in the expanded list of 2, it would move onto the next element,
3, and perform the expand-and-search again.
4) Once the UN is found within a list, the key represented for that list is generated. In our example 1
will create the key for 2 by following the path address (( ( ( 1 2 ) 3 ) , 5 ) → (( ( (K2 ) 3 ) , 5 ).
5) At this point, search-and-expand stops and the security class will request the CA to produce the subkeys for the other members of the sub-list. In our
example, having generated the key for 2, 1 will stop
expand-and-search and request the CA to produce
3’s sub-key for 5: ((K2 , K35 ), 5).

Figure 14: Directed acyclic graph structured hierarchy
Our modification was to change the structure of the
path address from being an array to being a list that
could contain nested lists. A nested list within the list
(e.g. ((2 3) , 5)), indicates that the security class holds
a key which is composed from the sub-key belonging to
the security classes in the nested list. For example, from
Table 2 the address list for security class 5, ((2 3) , 5),
indicates that 5 is composed from the sub-keys of security class 2 and security class 3. Security classes that
are not composed of sub-keys are simply represented as
a list of numbers (e.g. 4, (1 , 2 , 4)). Next, we modified
the key derivation process to reflect the modified path list
addressing scheme.
If the first element in a path list is not a nested list
( e.g. (1 , 2 , 4) ), then we know that a direct path exists
to the desired class and we operate on the list as if we
were using the path address array from a security class in
a simple tree hierarchy.

6) Having received the remaining sub-keys from the CA,
the principal can combine them in order to produce
the key for the desired subordinate. In our example,
1 will create 5’s key using H(H(K2 |5)|K35 ).
With this new derivation method, the best case scenario is that the first element in the nested list produces
a valid key and the search-and-expand is aborted so that
the remaining sub-keys can be requested. The worst case
scenario is that all members of the nested list undergo
search-and-expand and no keys are produced. This situation could occur frequently in weakly connected directed
acyclic graph access hierarchies. For example, Figure 15
shows just such a hierarchy. If 1 were to request access
to 4, it would spend time performing search-and-expand
only to find that it lacked the proper access. Having spent
time with the problem we leave it as open and state that
although our newly devised path list addressing scheme
could accommodate DAG hierarchies, it is not an optimal method for all DAG hierarchies.
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Figure 15: A weakly connected DAG hierarchy

3
3.1

Discussion
Proposed Modifications and Rationale
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from lower subordinates must be cached. The need for
larger or smaller key caches will be dependent upon the
nature of the organization the hierarchy represents and/or
the key expiry and key update schedule an organization
wishes to implement.
The cached key update strategy we proposed is to address concerns with the overhead and costs incurred if we
update the hierarchy in response to every addition and
deletion of a security class. As the name suggests, the
cached key update strategy sacrifices a small amount of
storage per affected security class. Updates to portions of
the hierarchy are delayed if such updates would be costly
or inconvenient. Fortunately for additions, the cached
key is assigned to the newly added security class, thus it
may be easier to assign a cached key to a new class than
to update keys in the affected subordinates. A removed
class provides its key to its principal so that the principal
may access the inherited subordinates. Using a deletion
list and cached keys, we may also be able to accommodate unique situations where classes are deleted, yet new
classes are re-introduced into the same position sometime
later. We should reiterate that the cached key update
strategy may not be suitable for all situations. The nature of the keys and organization may warrant the simple
immediate update strategy taken by previous indirect and
direct methods.
In evaluating the key transformation function we decided to use a message authentication code (MACs) built
from a single dedicated hash function; specifically SHA1. The decision to use a single dedicated function and
a single key transformation function was out of simplicity and security. Dedicated hash functions provide good
throughput, and being able to use an unaltered “off-theshelf” implementation of a single hash function helps to
simplify the development and management of the system.
However, the structure of our scheme is independent from
the hash function we used. should the hash function being used become compromised, it could be substituted by
another hash function without significantly altering the
key transformation procedure. Another reason for choosing HMAC is that only one key should be stored for one
security class in the scheme (for example, NMAC is not
suitable for our scheme).
Finally, while the use of a single hash function with the
key transformation function proved adequate for simple
hierarchies, modifications were required to address complex hierarchies where a subordinate has more than one
immediate principal. The procedure we designed to address this issue suffers from a similar key sharing problem found in the Yang method, but we are hopeful that
a better method, either pragmatic or mathematical, will
be found and we are re-addressing this issue with further
research.

In our attempts to improve indirect key derivation
schemes, we first sought an improved method of verifying
accessibility relationships between principals and subordinates before undertaking a key derivation traversal. We
noted the problems encountered in the schemes proposed
by Sandhu and Yang, so our goal was to eliminate exhaustive searches of the hierarchy and false key generations. That will save time from path searching and key
derivations. Previous research had suggested using long
character strings delimiting the traversal path [15]. Our
improvement over using a character string naming convention was to assign a unique integer identification number to each security class and provide each security class
with an address array. The benefit is that searching an integer array and comparing integer values can occur much
more quickly then string manipulations and string comparisons. The address array allows us to quickly verify
accessibility relationships; thus, preventing unnecessary
traversals and false key derivations. We still use character strings as names for security classes, but these are used
to help individuals discriminate different security classes.
As we developed our method, we discovered some pragmatic problems with regards to key updates. We found
that there could be situations where structural changes
to the access hierarchy must be made immediately, but
the resulting key updates that would occur may be too
costly, in time and/or money, to undertake. The cachedkey update strategy was designed to address this issue.
In our cached key update strategy, the size of the key
cache determines the delay between key updates. Increasing the number of cached keys will increase the delay between key updates. However, increasing the size of the
key cache will require some modifications to the rule-set
of adding and removing classes. With one key cache, we
are able to cache keys belonging to immediate subordinates. Consequently, in situations where more than one 3.2 Security
key from a subordinate would need to be cached, we currently initiate an update. With larger key caches the rule- The security of our proposed method lies in the underlying
sets will need to be modified to reflect the fact that keys security of the master key and the SHA-1 dedicated hash
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function.
We chose the master key be at least 1024-bits in size,
because the master key can derive all keys within the hierarchy. Such a large key size helps thwart random guessing
of the master key. The probability of an attacker guessing
the key would be 2−1024 . An exhaustive key search of the
key would require the attacker to generate and test all
21024 possible key combinations. We believe this key size
can provide adequate protection of the master key.
We chose to specifically use SHA-1 as an example, because it produces a digest length of 160-bits, resulting
in 2160 possible message digests. Under the birthday attack, to force a collision under SHA-1 would require an
exhaustive search and comparison of at least 280 message
digests. However, without having access to the message
digests that are being used as keys for security classes,
the attacker would most likely have to generate all 2160
message digests and test each one he creates against each
security class in the hierarchy. This should increase the
complexity of the attack. If the attacker tries to simply
guess a key, his probability of success is 2−160 .
Although there are collision attacks on SHA-1 recently,
our scheme should still be safe. The main reason is that
our scheme used a hash function as a one-way function
with a secret key. The collision attacks do not help finding
K from the knowledge of H(K|M ). In fact, even if a lot
of collision values xi , i = 1, . . . , n, are found such that
H(xi ) = H(K|M ), it is most likely that xi 6= K|M for
i = 1, . . . , n. So it is infeasible for a class to find the key
of its direct principal class. However, to fully prove the
security of our scheme, we need to use a random oracle
assumption (see [4]). So we can use a random oracle R
instead of using a hash function in the scheme. Here a
random oracle is a map from {0, 1}∗ to {0, 1}∞ chosen by
selecting each bit of R(x) uniformly and independently for
every x. Then we can use steps similar to the proofs of the
scheme in [17] to our scheme. The main difference is that
the scheme in [17] depends on Diffie-Hellman assumption
(DDH), but our scheme depends on the random oracle
assumption.

4

Conclusions

We have proposed an indirect key management scheme
for access hierarchies which is modified from the schemes
of [15] and [18].
In our scheme, an HMAC is used as a one-way function
which is more efficient than the scheme in [15] which used
DES. The scheme in [18] also used hash functions, but it
requires many secure hash functions. Using a keying hash
function is a practice solution.
Comparing to direct key management scheme, one disadvantage of indirect key management schemes is that it
needs to find a path to a lower level node from a higher
level node. Our scheme uses path arrays to take care of
this problem. The scheme in [18] didn’t consider the path
search problem. The scheme in [15] used long character
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strings which is not as efficient as our methods. Moreover, the method in [15] only works for tree structured
hierarchies.
One advantage of indirect key management scheme is
that it can be used for dynamic access control problems,
such as adding, deleting or modifying relationships between nodes (see [18]). So when one node changes, just
all the related nodes need to refresh keys. In our scheme,
we proposed a cached key update strategy which further
enhanced this advantage of indirect key managements.
Using this strategy, adding or removing a node will not
cause key refreshing for other nodes in many situations.
This strategy can be used in any indirect key management
for access hierarchies.
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